Installation Instructions: Mitsubishi Eclipse 95-99 - Dual Cluster Pod
Model# 20012 (grommets and screws)
Removal of Factory bezel:
1. Remove both screws from top of factory bezel.
2. Pull straight out on the bottom of the bezel to release clips. Pull on one side of the bezel at a time (to the left and right
side of the steering wheel).
Installation of Gauge Pod:
1. Press white grommets into the dash in the same location as the factory clips would snap in.
2. Install gauges in pod (Gauges are a press fit).
3. Install gauge pod using factory screws in the top and install provided screws in the bottom.
Note: Tighten lower screws enough to hold the pod against the dash. Over tightening will pull grommets from dash.

Please contact Speedhut service department If you have a problem with this Product.
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